Egg donation parents and their children: follow-up at age 12 years.
To assess the quality of parenting and psychological adjustment of egg donation families as the child approaches adolescence in comparison with donor insemination (DI) and IVF families. A study of 17 egg donation families, 35 DI families, and 34 IVF families with a 12-year-old child. Standardized interview and questionnaire measures were administered to mothers and children. Follow-up of families recruited from three assisted conception units in the United Kingdom. Mothers and their 12-year-old children conceived through egg donation, DI, and IVF. Mothers and children were interviewed and administered questionnaires. Parents' marital and psychological state, quality of parent-child relationships, father's contribution to parenting, and children's socioemotional development. No differences were found between the egg donation and IVF families. The differences between egg donation and DI families reflected lower levels of sensitive responding of egg donation mothers toward their children compared with DI mothers. Donor insemination mothers were more likely to be emotionally over-involved with their child than egg donation mothers. The egg donation children were well adjusted in terms of their social and emotional development. The findings are discussed in relation to the different pattern of genetic relationships between egg donation and DI families and the secrecy surrounding the use of donated gametes to conceive a child.